Final Draft

Map Explanation

- State System Forest Road
- State Highway License Vehicle (HLV)
- State Minimum Maintenance Forest Road
- State Hunter Walking
- Grant In Aid ATV Trail
- State ATV and OHM
- Non-designated Trail
- Proactive Closure
- County Routes Open to ATV/OMH
- County Routes Closed to ATV/OMH
- County Borders
- Waukenabo State Forest
- PLS Sections
- PLS Townships
- County Tax-Forfeited Lands
- Wildlife Management Areas
- State Lands

**Footnotes:**
- ORV: Off-Road Vehicle
- OHM: Off-Highway Motorcycle
- HLV: Highway-Licensed Vehicle

**Legend:**
- State System Forest Road
- State Highway License Vehicle (HLV)
- State Minimum Maintenance Forest Road
- State Hunter Walking
- Grant In Aid ATV Trail
- State ATV and OHM
- Non-designated Trail
- Proactive Closure
- County Routes Open to ATV/OMH
- County Routes Closed to ATV/OMH

**Disclaimer:**
- The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, in the data or graphics provided or the use of the data or graphics provided. The purchaser or user of the data or graphics provided hereby waives any and all claims or damages of any nature against the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the MnDOT, or their agents or employees, for any purpose. The user accepts the data as is and expressly disclaims liability for any result of or damages it may incur from the use of the data or graphics provided. Appropriate users shall be familiar with the appropriate State or County legislation governing their use of the data.

- ORV: Off-Road Vehicle
- OHM: Off-Highway Motorcycle
- HLV: Highway-Licensed Vehicle

- Irregularly shaped FWS WMA
- Proactive Closure
- County Tax-Forfeited Land
- Wildlife Management Area
- State Forest Road

- County (3rd level) roads
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

- Forest
- Waterbodies
- Townships
- Sections
- State Forest

- State Forest Roads
- System Forest Roads
- Minimum width of 14 feet or 1 ½ to two lanes wide, so highway licensed vehicles can easily meet.
- Signed and maintained routes for ATV and OHM use that may use system and minimum maintenance forest roads for connections to local points of interest and facilities.
- Additional parking/staging areas may be proposed.
- Illegal to operate a vehicle on these routes in a manner that causes erosion, rutting, or injuries, or that damages or destroys trees or growing crops (MN Rules 6100.1950 Subpart 7A).
- Unassigned routes on State Forest lands classified as limited.
- Non-designated Routes
- Width is narrow or one lane wide, making it difficult to meet vehicles.
- May be graveled or native soil surfaced.
- Minimum width of 14 feet or 1 ½ to two lanes wide.
- Highways licensed vehicles can easily meet.

**County (3rd level) roads**
- County (3rd level) roads
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

**Proactive Closure**
- Proactive closure is maintained routes for walking and non-motorized use.
- Signs or gates indicate this closure.
- Areas within limited forests the big game hunting and trapping exceptions for ATVs and/or HLVs under MN Stat. 84.926, subd. 2 & 4, do not apply.

**System Forest Roads:**
- Typically open to use by both highway-licensed vehicles (HLV) and off-highway vehicles (OHV).
- Are not considered "public highways," and the resource agencies are not "road authorities.
- Illegal to operate a vehicle on these routes in a manner that causes erosion, rutting, or injuries, or that damages or destroys trees or growing crops (MN Rules 6100.1950 Subpart 7A).

**Forest Roads**
- Width is narrow or one lane wide, making it difficult to meet vehicles.
- May be graveled or native soil surfaced.
- Minimum width of 14 feet or 1 ½ to two lanes wide, so highway licensed vehicles can easily meet.
- Signs or gates indicate this closure.
- Areas within limited forests the big game hunting and trapping exceptions for ATVs and/or HLVs under MN Stat. 84.926, subd. 2 & 4, do not apply.

**County (2nd level) roads**
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

**County (1st level) roads**
- County (3rd level) roads
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

**County (3rd level) roads**
- County (3rd level) roads
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

**State Forest Roads:**
- Written and maintained for walking and non-motorized use.
- Signs or gates indicate this closure.
- Areas within limited forests the big game hunting and trapping exceptions for ATVs and/or HLVs under MN Stat. 84.926, subd. 2 & 4, do not apply.

**Forest Roads**
- Written and maintained for walking and non-motorized use.
- Signs or gates indicate this closure.
- Areas within limited forests the big game hunting and trapping exceptions for ATVs and/or HLVs under MN Stat. 84.926, subd. 2 & 4, do not apply.

**County (2nd level) roads**
- County (3rd level) roads
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

**County (1st level) roads**
- County (3rd level) roads
- County (2nd level) roads
- County (1st level) roads

**State Forest Roads:**
- Written and maintained for walking and non-motorized use.
- Signs or gates indicate this closure.
- Areas within limited forests the big game hunting and trapping exceptions for ATVs and/or HLVs under MN Stat. 84.926, subd. 2 & 4, do not apply.

**Forest Roads**
- Written and maintained for walking and non-motorized use.
- Signs or gates indicate this closure.
- Areas within limited forests the big game hunting and trapping exceptions for ATVs and/or HLVs under MN Stat. 84.926, subd. 2 & 4, do not apply.